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ANALYTIC STUDY OF INDUCED PRESSURE ON LONG BODIES
OF REVOLUTION WITH VARYING NOSE BLUNTNESS
AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
By VERNO_Y VAN ][ISE
SUMMARY
.'1 S!l._tematie study of imlueed pressures on a series
of bodie,_ of recolutlon with varying no,_e bluntne._s
has been made by u,_ing the method of eharaeteri,s'ties
.for a perfect gas. The fluid medium,_ inre,_tigated
were air and helium and the 3[aeh number range
was from 5 to ,_0. A ._'tu<t?/ of representatire shock
_'hapes was also made. Flow parameters obtained
from the blast-wave analogy gave good correlations of
induced pre,_sure,_ and shock shapes. The induced-
pressure eorrelation,_ yielded empirical equation.q.for
air and helium which cover the complete range of
n o._e bluntness considered. (_\5_,_e fineness ratios
varied from. 0.._ to 4.) Available experime_dal re-
sults were in good agreement with the characteristic,s"
solution._. Properties connected with, the concept q[
h!/personie similitude enabled eorrelation._ of the
calculations to be made with respect to no._e xhape,
=lfaeh number, and ratio of ,,'pedfie heat._.
INTRODUCTION
For very high Mach mmabcrs, body surface pres-
SllreS many tilnes free-stream pressure efln exist at
large distances downstream from the nose of the
body. The importance of knowing the magnitude
of these blunt-nose induced pressures both from ,_
loads stan(lpoinl and a ]teat-transfer standpoint
has been established in reference 1. Also, in-
duced pressures corn plicntc the problem of measur-
ing static pressure in ltypersonie wind tunnels.
Ttte present investigation presents pressure dis-
tril)utions determined t) 3" the method of charac-
teristics for a series of nose shapes with long
cylindrical nfh,rbodies. The nose shapes con-
sidered are ogives, cones, petaled hcmisphcrcs,
and Karman ogives; the noses have fineness ratios
of from 0.4 to 4. Air and helium are the fluid
mediums considered and are taken to be perfect
gases in the eah,ulations. Also included in the
investigation is a study of some representative
s|to('k shapes. Comparisons of some available
cxperimemal data rot' both air and helimn are
made with the results of the present ('haractcristic
calculations.
The Mach numl)er range of 5 to 40 along with
the variety of nose shapes considered permits a
study of some of the properties involved in tim
concept of hypersonic similitude. Tim present
calculations are examined in the light of the
similarities (see r_',fs. 2 and 3, for example) t.]mt
exist -tt very high Maeh mmll)ers.
SYMBOLS
d diameter of cylindrical aftcrbody
n nose-section fineness ratio, l/d
(% nose drag coefficient
K hypersonic similarity parameter, .lf_/n
l axial length of nose section (starling
cone effect being disregarded ; see fig.
1 for shapes A, B, 'rod E)
3/ Maeh number
p static pressure
p, vertex pressure for true ogives (no
starting cone)
Ra Rcynohls number based on diameier of
cylindrical afterbody
distance along axis of symmetry
axial dist,mce measm'cd from junction
of nose section and cylindrical after-
body (measured f,'om shoulder)
distance along axis normal to x in the
meridian plane (ro,'ms x,y coordinate
system, see fig. 1)
axis normal to x lhrough vertex of
starting cone
ratio of spc(.ific heats
1
X
Xs
Y
Up
T
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0 angle between local flow direction and
x-axis
t* Maeh angle rdative to local flow di,'ec-
rich, sin -1 1/.1[
o- semivertex angle of nose cone
Subscril)t s:
c nose-cone surface conditions
E refers to shape E
free-stream eondilions
BODY SHAPES
Figure 1 presents lhe body shapes for which
flow fiehls were computed and shows the details
of the six tmsic nose sections. For shapes A, 13,
and E a small tangent starting cone has been used
1o iniliale the chararlerislics solulion; Ibis pro-
cedure changes the vertex location (y to y' in fig.
1) or the original nose shape a slight amount and
also alters the flow properties which wouht occur
for the ori_nal nose shape in lhe immediate area
of the starting cone. The effect of these slarling
cones upon tlow properties downstream of the
starting cone shouhl l)e relatively small; hence,
if the original nose shape and its a',y axes arc
considered, all flow properties downstream of the
starting cone are indicative of tl)e flow properlies
or the original nose shape.
Shape C represents an effort to approxqmale a
hemisphere-eylinder t)y at lathing a ne'My sonic
cone in front of the hemisph(,re. The validily of
this type of approximation has been estat)]ished
in reference 4 for tll(, two-dimensional case. Shape
E is a minimum drag nose shape (ref. 5) and is
commmdy referred to as the Karman o_ve.
Shape F has been designed by positioning a pointed
hemisphere tangent to nose shape E at one-fourth
ils length. T'd_le I presents a smnmary chart of
the body shapes, Maeh numbers, and r/trio of
specific heats for which flow fields were computed.
COMPUTATION PROCEDURE
The stepwise numerical calculation of the axi-
symmetric supersonic flow fields about the various
body sh'_pes was perh)rmed on the IBM 704 elec-
tronic data processing machine. The conical flow
field at the front of each shape was computed by
using the numerical technique of reference 6 for
the case of Ihe cone of revolution witll axis parallel
to the free stream. The remainder of the flow
field was computed by applying the method of
characteristics for axisymmetrie rot,ttional flow
as outlined in reference 7. (Both rotational and
irrotational caleulaiions were made for body shape
A.)
A preliminary investigation was undertaken to
determine the characteristic net size .rod the nun>
ber of al)proximations per net point whieh would
give accurate surface pressures at large distances
downstream from the nose. For the nose shapes
and Ma('h number range of this paper the fol-
lowing general rules were found:
(1) The conical flow calculation shouhl divide
the angle between the cone su,'raee and lhe cone
shock into approximately 50 angular increments.
(2) For the corner expansion of shape D the
characteristic lines emanaling from lhe corner
should be spaced a{ angular increments ()r :@prox-
imately 2 °. (AI the corner between two conseeu-
live rhara(.ieristic rays, there shouhl be it change
in the sum 0+t_ of al)out 2°.)
(at In the pro('edure for computing eharaeteris-
lit net points three approxim_aions for each net
point were necessary and consistent with the net
fineness resulting from rules (1) and (2).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CHAR/tCTERISTIC SOLUTIONS FOR SURFACE PRESSURE
Figures 2 to 6 t)rcsent the eoml)uted surface
pressure distributions for alI the eombinations
listed in table I. Figure 2 presents the pressures
on shape A, the ogival nose with fineness r'tlio
n=4, at _[ach numl)ers to 40 in air with a com-
parison l)etween the rotational and irrotational
characteristic soh, tion. It is seen that neglecting
rotationalily produces significant errors for this
shape for Xfach numbers altout 5 and al)ove, that,
is, when the hypersonic similarity parameter K
exceeds unity. For bhmter shapes significant
errors could arise at 5[ach nmnbers consider.d_ly
below 5. These curves of figure 2 represent an
overlap and an extension of the range of the hyper-
sonic similarity l)arameter given in references 8 and.
9 and {n this connection will be subsequently dis-
cussed in the section dealing with hypersonic
similitude. Except for the irrotational solutions
shown in figure 2, all other calculations are for
the rotational c.tse.
Figures 3 to 5 present a general picture of the
effects of free-stream Maeh number and ratio of
specific heats upon surfi_ee pressure distributions.
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Shape A
(ogivol nose,
n = I/d= 4)
Y"Yt - l
Circular- m c tangent" ,. ogivol nose"
-- Ib-X -
--_ , Starting cone,
a-= 13½ °
Shape B (ogival nose, n=l)
Shape C (pointed hemispherical nose)
Shape D [conical nose, _ = 45 ° and 53 ° )
Starting cone,
o" = I92 °
Shape E (Karman ogivol nose,
n = IE/d = 3)
"I
"_ Cylindrical ofterbody- _ _"
I
d
Starling cone,
(7 = 46 =
I
y,
i
Y i
1
f
"i i
y
Conical portion, _ W _!
a = 46°and 53° J j J
Hemispherical "" L_..._I
outline _ '
d
_x J"
i - Circular-arc tangent ogi!ol nose
t
d
x
Hemispherical portion
x
j,f
, _ [E _
t
i
- _ "_ !
i
Korman 0giyo! n_0se_ _ _ _ J
,,
Shape F [blunted Kormon ogivol nose)
Conical portion,
= 55 °
- zE - Cylindrical ofierbod,j
r
I
Hemispherical 4
portion
,I Kormonogi_volnose J =2___..._cos_l(, 2x" _ _._sin[2cos_,[__.2_.._)]
- - ....... -Y \ IE]- " _E,'J
FInURE ].--Body shapes for which flow fields were compu(cd.
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TABLE I.--SUMMARY CIIART OF VARIOUS COMBINATIONS COMPUTED
Nose shape
Shape A (ogival ,lose, n--4)
Shape B (ogivaI nose, n-- 1)
Shape C (pointed hcmisphericaI
nose)
Shape D (conical ,lose)
Shape E (Karman nose, n--3)
Shape F (bhmted Karman nose)
Condition Mca
2
3
,i. 9
6.9
10. 1
20
40
5
6.9
10
2O
,10
10
20
I0
20
40
6.9
10
18
40
6.9
10
18
40
10
20
40
6.9
10
19.9
6.9
10
17.9
6.9
10
20
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
5/3
5/3
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
5/3
5/3
5/3
5/3
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
5/3
5/3
5/3
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
a, deg P dP
1.5
1.9
3.2
5.1
9.4
33
129
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll
6.9
10
2O
My
13. 52 1.76
13. 52 2. 58
13. 52 3. 92
13. 52 5. 03
13. 52 6. 20
13. 52 7. 70
t3. 52 8. 29
16. 05 1.41
,16. 05 1.56
46. 05 1.66
-t6. 05 1.73
46. 05 1.75
-16. 05 1. 11
;t6. 05 1. 16
5.3.2 1. la
53.2 1. 19
53. 2 1.20
46. 05 1.56
46. 05 1.66
46. 05 I. 73
.I6. 05 1. 75
.I6. 05 1. 06
,16. 05 1. 11
.16. 05 1. 15
.16. 05 1. 16
53. I I. 14
53.2 1. 19
53. 2 1. 20
45 1.64
45 1. 74
45 1. 82
45 1. 13
15 1. 19
45 1.23
19. 55 4. ll
19. 55 4. 76
19. 55 5. 43
52.4 I. 11
53.2 1. 13
53. 2 1. 19
20
38
78
310
1, 227
98
387
98
387
1,537
38
78
248
1,227
48
98
314
1,540
97
387
l, 537
37
75
295
46
9I
298
9.1
18
67
,t7
98
387
For a given shape and ratio of specific heat, it is
found tha, t the pressure ratio 1)/1)=, varies essen-
tially as the square or the free-stream 5Iaeh num-
ber for surface regions influenced by a relatively
strong bow shock. (The square-law variation has
resulted since the pressure distributions or figures
3 to 5 include the hypersonic-flow regime in which
the strong portion of the t)ow sho('k is essentially
frozen.) For example, consider the top two
curves in the left-hand part of figure 3. As tho
free-stream Ma('h lmmber is varied from 20 to 40,
it would be expe(:ted that the pressure nttio would
rise fore.told. This is seen to hohl true within 10
percent for x/d up to about 6. For the region
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2O
10
10
_ 20Co-J
l_ IOC
------ Irrototionol solution
-- Rotational solution
P I01 I
Me= =3; PC
_=1.9
I IO
3E IO
129
t
------ Irrotational solutior
-- Rotational solution
IIIII I
2 4 6 810 2
Starting cone 4-_
1 1 IJlt
4 6 8102 2
1
--x= 4d
4 6 8 I0 3 2 4
Longitudinal coordinate, percent nose length
:Ft,',vRE 2.--Pressure distribu!ions for shape A (ogivM nose; n = 4; "r= 7/5) with comparison between the rot at tonal and the
Jrrotation'd solution.
with x/d _eater than about 6, the square-law
variation beeomes less valid as would be antiei-
paled since in this region the curve at a Math
mnnber of 20 is influenced 1)y a weak portion of
the bow shock. Note that this square-law varia-
tion is equiwdent to an invariance of pressure
coefficient with free-stream Math nutnl)er.
An estimation of the effect of chan_ng the fluid
medium from air to helium can readily be as-
certained from figures 3 to 5. For the cases
shown in these figures it is found that, for the
same nose shape and Math number, the pressure
level in helium is about 25 percent higher than in
air except in the _qcinity or the shoulder and for
pressure ratios of at)out 1. Next compare the
change from air to helium For combinations D-6
and D-9 in figure 5. In this case the Math num-
ber' has been changed so that the cone pressure
ratios are essentially equal. Except for a small
region just downstream of the shotdder, the two
curves are about lhe same; hence, the effe('ls of
ratio of specific heat upon pressure distribution
can be somewhat compensated for 1)y an appro-
priate choice or Mach numl>er.
Shape C (fig. 4) represents an approximation to
a hemispherical nose whi('h is suital4e for calcula-
tions using the method of characteristics. The
forward portion of the ]temisphere is rel>htced by
a cone with a half-apex angle such tltat the cone
surface velocity is about sonic (cr=53 a for air and
¢=46 ° for helium). _n indication as to the el-
feels of this approxim'tlion is shown in figure 7.
It is seen in the induced-pressure region ror x/d
#'eater than 3 that the change in vertex angle
from _--46 ° to a=53 ° ]ta,_ resulted in a pressure
change on the order of 5 pereenl. This change is
in agTeement with t)last-wave theory (ref. 10) in
which it is found tha! induced pressure varies as
ttm square root of the nose drag eoegi('ient.
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_--40 1,557 7/5
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• --'_ Combinations
.2 -----t D-I through D-5 __.C._ .11-
", .2 .4 .6 t 2 4 6 I0 60 .I 2 .4 .6 1 2 4 6 I0 20 40
_ Cylindrical _. Cylindricalofterbody I - afterbody
x x
d d
F]c',_-RF. 5.--l'r('ssur(" distrihulion_ ill air and helimn for _haoe
-i
- Combinations
- D-7 through D-9
= 45 o
.I .g .4 .6 I 2 4 6 I0 20 40
I_ Cylindrical
ofterbody
__X
d
D (conical nose).
.8
.6
Starting cone 4-{
l I J_J illlll I I I ILLIII__
4 -----+------ PC --
M=
* _ 20 67 --
----- 20 587
----- t0 18
..... 6.9 9.1 __
i i_ i_ 6.9 47 --
_ o Unpublished data, Langley-I I-inch hypersonic tunnel,--
L - Rd = 360,000, Mm = 6'9
Shape E- "'_
Z 4 6 8 10 20 40 60 100 200 400
X
--=3d
_,ooo2poo
Longitudinal coordinate, percent shape E nose length
m
/ /l/IN
\
\
k
__ J
-- \
\
\ J
-- _
10 20 40 60 100 ZOO 400 1,000
-*,1 ]_-Hemi- I
Cone -_ _tspherical
portion
X
Longitudinal coordinate, percent shape E nose length
FIc_R_; 6.--Pn.ssure (Iistril)u_ion_ in air for bhal)e E (Karnm.n ogival nose; n=3) and _hnp(' F, its hhmted couuh,rparl.
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p_
p_
1,000
6O0
400- - -
_:)0'
I00
60
40
Pointed hemisphere, o- 53 °
(same as curve in fig. 4)
------ Pointed hemisphere, c, = 46 °
(data obtained from fig. 4but oriented so that its
shoulder matches the curve
for ¢ = 53 °)
2O
I0
6
4
Ij .z .4 .6.8 I
L
\
\
\
\
2 4 6 810 20 40 60 80100
ar
d
FIll'RE 7.--Effcet of vertex cone angle upml surfztee
pressures of pointed hemisphere cylinders for air at a
Ma('h number of -tO.
Furtllermore, blast-wave theory predicts only a
3-percent change in induced pressure between the
pointed henaisplwre cylinder (o---53 °) and =t true
hemisphere cylinder. Ilence, for the ease of air,
the pointed hemisphere nose with o-----53° is a good
approximation to a true henfisphere nose for
evaluating surface pressures for x/d greater than
3 and probably a fair approxim'ltion for most of
the region upstream of x/d=3. Likewise for the
case of helium, a consideratkm of nose drag coef-
ficient shows that the pointed hemisphere nose
with o---46 ° is a good approximation to a Irue
hemisphere nose ['or determining surface pressures
at, x/d greater than 3.
In connection with the above discussion about
shape C, figure 4 includes experimental pressures
(ref. 11) for a hemisphere cylinder at n Math
number of 6.9. The shoulder of the hemisphere
cylinder has been positioned at x/d equal to 0.70.
For the station a'/d=3, the difference between ex-
periment (hemisphere nose) and elmracteristies
theory (pointed hemisphere nose, a=46 °) is about
that expected because of the difference in inviscid
nose drag. Hence, for these pressure data it
could be concluded t]).at viscous effects upon sur-
face pressure are relatively slight in the region of
the cylindrical afterbody.
Figure 6 presents pressure distribut ions for shape
E (the K_mnan ogival nose) and its 1)hinted coun-
terpart (shape F) for air at 5[ach numbers to 20.
Blunting shape E ]ms increased the pressure level
at all Math numl)ers as wouhl be expected and the
curves for a Math numl)er of 20 show that bhmt-
ing has markedly increased the induced pressure
on the cylindrical afterbody. SOl-lie unpublished
pressure data obtained in the Langley ll-inch
hypersonic tunnel at a _[ach number of 6.9 are
seen to be in a_'eement with the elutracteristic
solutions shown in figure 6. Shape F, ['or which
experimental results were obtained, has a ]mini-
sphere tangent to nose shape E at one-fourth ils
length. This is opposed to llw pointed hemi-
sphere of nose shape F for w]fie]t compuled results
were obtained. Previously mentioned nose drag
considerations show that the above-mentioned
pressure data wouht be negligibly affected if the
experimental S]ml)e F were tim same as the com-
puted shape F.
Figure 8 depicts t}te wide wwiation in pressure
level induced l)y nose bluntness. The six basic
nose shapes are shown for air at a Mach nulnl>er
of 20. Distances are measured from the sitoulder.
The high induced l)ressures whi<'h ('an occur on
the cylindrical afterl>ody are the primary concern
of this investigation.
BLAST.WAVECORRELATIONOF INDUCED PRESSURES
Reference 10 p,'esents the cylindric'd blast-wave
solut ion and indicates its application in estimating
the cylindrical afterbody pressures for the nose
shapes of the present investigation. In accordance
wilh this reference, il is found that the parameter
p
Pa)
2o
t0
6 -- " ÷ ---_-
4 I---4---
8.6 .....
.4
.I .I .2
.-D-2,'cone cylin¢ler
]"x ] i"" .-C-2, pointed .
"_. "_ / _-" hemisphere cylinder
]_."_ _- .- B" 4, ogive cylinder-
-_ ,,_wd_ _ _A__L_
_'F-3, blunted Karmas cylinder
'"',.,]\, "t'E-3, Karman cylinder (n=,)
!-A-6, ogive cylinder (n=4)I---ilI .....1= i-
.4 .6 .8 [ L_ 4 6 8 10 2o 40 60 I00
x$
d
]?[GURE &--Effect of nose bluntness on _,fterbody pressure
level. M_-20; -r=7/5,
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governing the effect or nose bhmtness upon in-
duced pressure is 3I_2Cnl;2, C
" x/d- where -D is tile nose.
drag coefficient. Figure 9 shows how this param-
eter eorrelales induced t)ressures over the entire
range or nose bluntness considered, namely, from
a fineness ratio of 0.4 to 4. Nose drag coefficients
have been corot)uteri by using the nose pressure
distributions given t)y the eharacterislic solutions
in figures 2 to 6. For each or the eombimdions
depicted, there is an x/d region extending (low1>
stream of the shouhh, r for which induced l)ressures
have not been shown in figure 9. The in(lueed
pressures for these regions do not correlate ac-
cording to Hie 1)last-wave analogy. _ndeed,
1)last-wave theory does not deal witlt s]touhh'r re-
compression regions su('h as round for lhe pointed
hemisl)here ('ylin(lers and the cone cylind(,rs of
figures 4 and 5. Reference 4 presents similar
results for the shoulder regions in the two-dimen-
sional ease.
As seen in figure 9 the 1)last-wave pressure pa-
rameter eorrehtles the induced pressures of this
investigation into two distin(.t groups one for air
and one for helium. In aeeonhmee with the
second-approximation fo,'m of the pressure equa-
tion w]tie}t evolves from blast-wave theory, two
equations ]rove been fitted to these correlated char-
nelerisli(" results. These equations for air and
helium, respectively, are:
if 2(_ b'2
P =o.060 :'-'-_ ;;_+0..55 (1 a)
p .... x/a
P_--=0.075 "l[_eCn_/e }-0.55 (lb)
l )_ .r/d
These empMcal equations do not account for
indu('ed pressures below free-stream pressure;
however, these induced pressures do seem to car-
relate by using t]w blast-wave parameter. Equa-
l ions (la) and (lb) represent an empirical solution
to the induced-pressure problem valid at least
over the range of fineness ratio from 0.4 to 4.
Previously, it has been noted 1lint, for the same
nose shape nnd Ma('h number, the indtwed-pres-
sure level in helium is el)out 25 percent higher
1,000
600
4O0
I00
6o
I0
6
4
Shape A
B
Shape C
Shape D
Shape F
d
--T--T----F-_ F _ 1
p M 2C 112 ,_
_gmpirical equations for
M EC 1/2 [evalUating induced pressures
p Go 0 + y 5 /
Equation (Ib} _=0.075 _ 0.55, = _-/
Combination CO
D-5 1.37
D-6 1.06
C -3 87
C-7 .79
B-5 .47
A-7 .05_
F - 3 .225
D-5 1.06
0 D -4 1.08
• D-9 1.11
• D-8 1.12
• O-7 I.I 5
• C-II .82
• C-IO .83
• B - 7 .49
• B-6 .50
5
.ll
.0001 .001 .01 .I I
xld
M,a 2 C-_
. FIt;r'RE 0.--Correlation of indu('('d pressures 1)y use of the cylindrical blast-wave pre_,snre parameter.
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than in air. lThis value exdmh'd tlle vieinib of
the slt()uhler and pressure_ near fr(.e-slream pres-
sure.) For any nose shape in this invesligalion,
lhe variation in lhe square root of the nose drag
coefficient ber_veen air and helium is 'l( most a few
percent. IIenee, the ralio of the coefficients in
equations (la) and (lb), name]y 0.075/0.060,
should and does iudicale |]re above-holed 25-per-
cenl ch,-mge in pressure level.
In essence, equalion_ (la) nnd (lb) of figure 9
represent lhe blasl-wave form of the m¢,thod of
characterls(ics; d,at is, except for a slight scalier
in lhe era'relented ,'esul(s of figure 9, good agreement
i,a nalurally expected between [hose e<tuaiions and
the chara('t(,rislic solutions. Saml)h, comparisons
belwcen lhe empirical (,qualions (la) and (lb)
aml the vhura('teristic solulions nre shown in
ligures 10 and 11 for air and helium, rcspeclively.
.ks previously discussed, lhe_e blasl-wave tlwory
curves devia(v from the characlvrislie curves for
n region exlending downstream from tlw sl_ou[der.
An exatnimt(ion of lhe various comparisons
depth'led ill figures 10 and 11 shows Ihal agr(,(,menl
1)etwee]_ the empiricM blasl-wave equalions and
the characterislic solutions begins ni a dist,nce
about four nose lengths dowllslream of llw
shoulder.
Now thai general equalhms for induced pressure
(eqs. (In) and (lb)) have been determined, a l_ody
._ueh as n hemisldu're cylinder can be eonside,'ed
on the basis of its nose drag. Figures 12 nnd 13
present a comparison of these equations with
expcrimenlal data (refs. 12 and 13) obtained from
hemisphere cylinders in air and helium. The nose
1,000
8oo
6oo -- ,-O - 3 - - d --
i #..52, °
4oo
--B-5 - __,x
2oo I 1
1 _ r
Method of characte¢istice
Second-approximation blast-wave
theory using empirical equation {Io)
2O
tO
8
6
6 8 lO zo
X
7
40 60 80 I00 200 400
Fmrrl-: lfl.I-Colnp'|ris'_m of empirical equation (la) with the characterisiie solulion. .'l[_ =40; 7=7/5.
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FV;t'RE 1 ].--Comparison of empirical equation (lb) with the characteristic solution. 3"= 5/3.
drag coefficient for the hemispllere nose has been
taken equal to the hypersonic approximation
1 ("y _- 3"_
•2\7_-/ The empirical equations of blast-
wave theory are in agrebment with the experi-
mental induced pressures. (Reynolds numbers
were 130,000 and greater.) :ks considered al>ove,
these equations are not expecIed to be wdid Ul)-
stream of an x/d value of about 2}_ (equivalent to
four nose lengths downstream from the s]toulder)
for the case of ,_ hemisphere cylinder.
SHOCK-SHAPE STUDIES
The blast-wave parameter governing shock
x
shape is _ CD_/2. Figure 14 shows how this I>aram-
eier correlates sl_o(,k slmpes over the range of
nose t)hmtnessi_l this investigalion. Shock points
X _ I/2
,"2for _ ,_, less than about 11; show considerabh'
scatter on the log-log s<'ale of this figm'e but really
only represent a scatter on the order of 0.10_"
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experiment. _=7/5.
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Two straighl_ lines have been faired lhrough the
two groups of points, one for air and one for
helium. Ttw equations of these lines for air and
helium, respectively, are:
 =0.gs (x ,Uy -'° (2a)
(X_C D" 0.46_=_.o7 3 , (2b)
Equations (2a) and (210 represent an empirical
first-approximation 1)last-wave solution for shock
shapes over the range of nose fineness ratio from
0.4 to 4.
The empirical power 0.46 (eqs. (2a) and (2b)) is
somewhat less than J,.i width is tim theoretical
power predicted t)y blast-wave theory. Since only
a few shock shapes (fig. 14) were availal)le for
helium as opposed to air, the power in equation
(2b) was kei)t at, 0.46 as was found for equation
(2a). However, these few helium sho(.k shapes
did indicate a tendency to yMd an empirical
power slightly higher than for air, say 0.47 or
0.48. This tendency is in agreement with findings
in reference 14 where it is indical ed lhal blast-wave
theory should 1)e more realistic for lhose gases
with the larger specifi(' hea[s.
Figure 15 presenls a comparison of lhe empirical
equations (2a) and (21)) with the ('haraeteristie
solutions for tile sho('k shapes of several eombina-
lions of nose shape, Math nunfl)er, and ratio of
-- Method of characteristics
------First-approximation bEast-wove theory
using empirical equations (2o) and (2b}
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spe('ifie heats. Even though the correlation
fairings (given by eqs. (2a) 'rod (2b)) of figure 14
involve some scnt ter of shock points and represent
only a first approximation, it is seen in figure 15
that equ,qtions (2a) and (2b) provide a, good
estimation of the characteristic solution excel)t= for
combination C-1. This eombimttion is for a
free-stream Maeh number of 10, and for Maeh
numbers this low a second-approximation blast-
wave solution including N[ach number (,fleet is
necessary to estimate shock shape.
g
The use of _ ('D 1/=as the shock-shape correlation
parameter has neglected Maeh number effects
upon shock shape since the nose drag coefFteien{
CD is relatively insensitive to Maeh number 1'oi'
_[ach numbers greater than ,5. Figure 16 shows
Ilte effect of .X[ach numher upon shock shape. It
is seen that shoel,:-shape changes have beeome
relatively slight rot' _[aeh numbers of about 20
or greater, A. cheek of nll the nose shapes (_--4
and less) of this invesligation showed only small
changes in shock shape above a .h[ach mmflwr of
20 for up to aboul 10. (The flow field en-
con)passed by the bow shock for these conditions
is about 40 diameters of body length.) With
regard to this discussion, all the eombimltions
del;ietcd in figure 14 are for Xlaeh numbers of 20
or greater and yMd correlation based npon the
first-approximation bhtsl-wave solution. Figure
17 intli('Mes good agreement belween empirical
equalion (21)) and experimental sho('k dala for
hell um aI a free-sl ream .h [ac}t illllllber of 21.
5 - - U _
o Experiment, ref. 12, U
4 hemisphere cylinder
3 ot M= = Z7, R_.= i30,000 __ L
d 2 _
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Fm URn: 1 6.--Variation of shock s]mpe
-y= 7/5.
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Furt:rtn 17.---Comparison of empirica,l equation (21)) with
experiment. -v= 5/3.
HYPERSONIC SIMILITUDE AS EXEN_PLIFIED BY THE
CHARACTERISTIC CALCULATIONS
The results of reference 3 indicate that for very
large free-stream _[a('h nund)ers the flow pattern
and pressure eoeffwients on a given t)ody become
independe]d of free-stream Ma('h lmmbcr. A
ru,utamental properly of this independcnee is that
the density ratio across the bow shock be in-
depemlent of the free-stream Mtwh nunLber (often
referred 1o as the slrong shock {'omlition). This
property means that 1)o(13"bhmtness will be a factor
ill (h, ternfining tit(, Maeh nuntbcr h'vel at which
indepemh,nee of Math number will occur.
The invariance of pressure eoefl]eien{ with free-
stream ,X[a('h number has been previously men-
lioncd in the general (tiseussion of figures 3 lo .5.
Th(_ shock-shape studies (in particular, fig. 16)
have shown how the flow pattern at high Ma(,h
numbers has le,Med Io become independent of
Math numl)er. Indeed an examination of the
characteristic nets for N[ach nmnbers gq'ealer than
ahout 20 showed that Math line patterns also had
become e_entially independent of free-sh'eam
_lach number for al)out 40 diameters of body
length. In regard lo llie concept of Math number
independence, it might be said lhal first-approxi-
marion blas{-wave theory al)plies to this flow
re,me. Invariance of pressure eoeffieient is found
in the first term of equations (la) and (11)),
whereas constancy of shock shape is apparent in
equations (2a) an(t (21)).
References 2 and 15 propose a similarity law rot.
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the rotational flow at)out slender bodies at hyper-
sonic speeds. This law has correlated surface
pressures for various families of bodies such as
cone cylinders and ogive cylinders. (See refs. 8
and 9.) Figure 18 indicates the application or the
hypersonic similarity law for the ease of ogive
cylinders with values of the hypersonic similiarhy
parameter K equal to 5 and 10. There is an
expected difference between the pressure distri-
butions of shapes A and B since reference 8 shows
that nose fineness ralio shouhl be greater than 2
for good correlation. Ilowever, although differ-
ences are present at the nose vertex, the agreement
has become good on the cylindrical portion.
Nose-vertex pressure differences at a given K
become small for ogives with fineness rat los great er
than 2. th,nce indications arc thai ror a given [(_
(K on the order of 1 or _'eater) the pressure
distrihutions or shape A are valid for any ogive
cylinder with a nose section of fineness rat io grea(er
than 2.
Reference 16 presents a gener,dized Ncwlonian
theory that can be used as an aid in con'elating
pressure (listrilmlions for many of the cases in this
investigation. When the concepts presented in
this theory were considered, it was decided to
p
I00 • , , , , ,
0 Combination B-l, M_--5
K=5
60 -- _ ..... O Combination A-6, Mm=20
40 -- _ ..... • Combination B'3'Mm=t0 IK=II'C
• • Combination A-7, M_=40J
D • / .....
!0 •
l0
n
D
4 _
2 --
,S--
.6 !
,4 -- -
I
reference sur['ace pressure to mnximunl surface
pressure in order to correlate the various nose-
shape combinations. As will be seen in the dis-
cussion thai tallows, this type of correlation mal,:es
nose shal)e tile main varialde in determining pres-
sure dist rilmtion and implies that the strong shock
condition hohl. (Note thai the strong shock
condition applies to blast-wave theory.)
Figure 19 shows good eorrehtion of the pressure
distributions for a _m'oup of ogival nose combi-
nations. In this case pressures have been rel'tled
to the vertex pressure o[" the true ogival shape of
fineness ratio n=l or n----4. Since the slatie
pressure p has been assumed to be negligibly
affected hy the starting cones for 10 percent of the
nose lengt]l and greater, the correlation dislrilm-
tion of this figure shouhl cover [rue ogive eylimlels
of fineness ralio 1 or greater, llowever, the free-
stream 5[ach number must be high mmugh that
the strong shock condition hoh]s; hence, each
fineness ratio will have a minimunl :\lach nunll)er
associated with it for this type o[" eorrelnlion.
Figure --.0 shows thai correlation on the basis of
maximum surface pressure tends to eliminate the
effects of r_th> of specific heals as implied ])y the
generalized Newtonian theory. This coudilion
indicates that heliunl pressures will also correlate
--I--I---K-KI--
o Combination B-5, M+ =40
[] Combination B-4, M+--20
(> Combination El-2, M_ =6.9
• Combination A-7, M_ =40
• Combination A-B, M_ =_'0
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YlC, VR_ 18.--Correlation of pressure distributions on ogive
cylinders by use of the parameter K. ?=7/5.
'O01IO 20 40 60 I00 ZOO 400 1,000 2,000
Longitudinal coordinate, percent nose length
FIe,17RE 10.--Correlation of pressure distributions for
several ogive-cylinder combinations. 7=7/5-
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FIqURE 20.---Corr('l:dion of pressure distributions in air
and twliunt for tile ogive nose (n= 1) at a Maeh mmlber
of 20.
with tile dislribution of figure 19. This helium
curve has not been included ill figure 19 since the
true ogive with a fineness ratio of 1 at a Ntaeh
number of 20 in helium gives a detached bow
shock. In an application of generalized Newtonian
theory it) the ease of ogives, reference 16 shows
that p/p, (m the surface of the ogive is a function
only of the percent of the nose length anti is inde-
pendent or the fineness ratio. It is interesting to
note in figure 19 that this funetion'd relationship
is still valid ia the induced-pressure region.
An examination of equations (la) and (11)), the
empirical eqmltions for ew:tluating induced pres-
sures, indicaled thai, for the ease of cone cylinders,
nose fineness ratio does affect the ratio of induced
pressure to eerie pressure. Since the two cone
shapes in this investigation lind relatively small
differences in fineness ratio, both shapes are
presented in figure 2l for various Maeh numl)ers
and ratio of specific heats. Similarly, tigure 22
presents the correlation of pressure distributions
fay several pointed hemisphere-cylinder combine-
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Fu;vnF, 21.--Correlation of pressure distributions for
several cone-cylinder combinations.
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FI(_UrtE 22.--Correh_tion of pressure distributions for
group of palmed hemisphere-cylinder coml)in:_tions at
a _[ach number of -t0.
tions. Figures 21 and 2'2 show lhat, with the fine-
ness ratio of the basic nose shape reasonably
invat'i'mt, good correlation of induced pressures
can be obtained by reltdhlg induced pressure
to the maximum sur[aee pressure. Pressure points
on the order of Free-stream pressure veer upward
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from the main body of correlated points as illus-
trated by tlle end points of combination A-7 in
figure 19 and combination D-5 in figure 21. These
pressure points will not be expected to a_ee with
this type of correlation, since their magnitudes are
governed by relatively weaK; bow shock.
CONCLUSIONS
A systematic study using the method of char-
act eristies has been made to determine the large
induced pressures that can exist on a series of
cylindrical afterbodies with varying nose bhmt-
ness. The Math number range was h.om 5 to 40
and the fluid mediums, air and helium, were con-
sidered perfect gases throughout the calculations.
Representative shock shapes were also invest.i-
gated. This study yMded the following con-
clusions :
1. The blast-wave pressure parameter was
found to correlate the induced pressures of the
characteristic solutions throughout, the range of
fineness ratio considered, namely, fineness ratios
from 0.4 to 4. The induced-pressure correlations
yielded empirical equations for air and helium of
lhe fmzn given by the second-approximation
blast-wave theory.
2. The blast-wave shock-shape parameter was
found to correlate shock-shape solutions for Mach
numbers of about 20 or greater. The shock-shape
eon'elat ions yielded empirical equations of the form
given by the first-appro_mation l)last-wave
theory.
3. The characteristic solutions (includes the
empirical blast-wave equations derived from these
solutions) and a vailal)le experimental I)ressure and
shock-shape data were in good agreement.
4. The hypersonic similarity law for slender
bodies was found to correlate nose and aflerl)ody
pressures for ogive cylinders (with nose fineness
ratios _'ea.t.er than 2) for values of the hypersonic
similarity parameter K as high a.s 10.
5. For the strong shock condition, nose shape
(ogives, hemispheres, cones, etc.) becomes a main
variable in determining pressure distrihution.
The generalized Ncwtonian concept whereby sur-
face pressure is referenced to maximum surface
pressure was found to correlate not only nose
pressures as is known t)ut also induced pressures for
ogive cylinders for various Maeh numbers, fine-
ness ratios, and fluid mediums. Also by refer-
encing to maximum pressure the induced pressures
for the two basic shapes, cone cylinders and pointed
hemisphere cylinders, were found to correlate
reasonably well for various Maeh numbers and
fluid mediums. (These two correlations arc
recognized as containing fineness-ratio effects.)
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